Mobile ISDN Solution from ELSA: MicroLink ISDN USB Connect
High-Speed Internet Access for Laptop and Desktop PC viaUSB
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THEALE, 5 March 2001 - Communications and graphics board
vendor ELSA has launched a streamlined, portable ISDN adapter that
combines
fast connection speeds with the simplicity of USB.
Weighing in a just 55 grams and measuring just 13cm long,
the new MicroLink ISDN USB Connect is a fully featured ISDN terminal
adapter
that allows high speed Web surfing at up to 128,000 bps.
Connecting via the USB port means faster installation, and
quick access to online resources without having to re-boot the machine.
USB
also means there is no need for an external power supply, cutting down on
cable clutter.
Ideal for mobile workers dialling into the office from
home
or remote locations, the MicroLink ISDN USB Connect is a flexible
alternative to PCMCIA, desktop or internal card adapters. It comes
complete
with some powerful additional communications software such as ELSA RVS-Com
for digital telephone answering and fax functions with auto detection of
incoming fax or voice calls.
The unit has a CAPI 2.0 interface, making it compatible
with a wide range of ISDN office applications. It is also flash
upgradeable
with new software revisions downloadable from the ELSA website.
Also included is the file transfer package LapLink
Professional for remote maintenance, and all relevant cables and software
drivers. MicroLink ISDN USB Connect is covered by at six year warranty, on
line support and is available through computer resellers at £59.99 inc
VAT.

Background
ELSA is one of the leading providers of Internet access
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and
computer graphics solutions for the PC. Its product range includes modems,
ISDN adapters, ISDN and DSL routers, videoconferencing systems, graphics
boards and monitors. ELSA was founded in 1980 and today has around 700
employees. In addition to its headquarters in Aachen, Germany, it also
maintains subsidiaries in San José (USA), Taipei (Taiwan) and Tokyo
(Japan)
as well as in London (UK), Paris (France), Milan (Italy), Madrid (Spain)
and
Stockholm (Sweden). Since June 1998, ELSA AG shares are traded on the
"Neuer
Markt" trading segment (WKN 507 360) of the Frankfurt stock exchange in
Germany.
Names in this press release may be trademarks or
registered
trademarks of their respective owners. The ELSA logo is a registered
trademark.
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